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1. AGM 
1.1 The committee was elected as follows: 
 

Martin O’Brien Lewisham Chair 

Shadia Snelling Kingston Vice-Chair 

Malcolm Bell Croydon Treasurer 

Ieman Barmaki Enfield  

Lucja Paulinska Islington  

Justine Dornan Kensington & Chelsea  

 
Martin O’Brien thanked John Kolm-Murray and Neil Pearce, who have both stepped down from 
the committee since the last elections, for their contributions and support. 
 

1.2 The ALEO London Constitution can be viewed at 
https://aleo.org.uk/london/documents/index.php?folder_id=20060223182536.  No changes 
were proposed. 
 

1.3 The committee has agreed to reappoint SE2 as the ALEO London Secretariat for another three 
years, until 2021. 
 

1.4 The Treasurer’s Report was circulated: please also see Appendix 1.  ALEO London is solvent and 
has enough annual income to cover our costs (mainly secretariat and meeting catering).  All 
Associate Members have been invoiced for 2018-19: London Borough members are encouraged 
to pay the £200 annual fee if they can. 

 
Action: RM to email all London Boroughs who have not yet paid to request POs 

1.5 MOB encouraged members to put forward ideas for agenda items and issues to engage with 
others on.  He added that he was open to changing the way meetings run if people had 
suggestions for ways the Forum would work better for them. 

 

1.6 MOB commented that there is increasingly more opportunity for us as a Forum/Boroughs, eg 
ECO Flex and the other activities that are becoming linked to them such as the GLA Fuel Poverty 
programme and Warm Homes Discount.  ECO Flex is a genuine route to connecting vulnerable 
customers in your area to valuable support: it’s a tangible thing we can do.  There’s lots for us to 
learn from each other and collaborate on: as a Forum we want to make sure we’re supporting 
each and making sure the whole of London can benefit. 

 

2. Policy update 
Martin O’Brien, Chair, ALEO London 

 
2.1 Shortly after our last meeting in January, the GLA announced funding for London-wide Advice 

and Referral Network, which was awarded to Islington, Kingston, Lewisham and Croydon. (See 
also John Kolm-Murray’s presentation below) 

2.2 As Chair, MOB wrote to all London Borough CEOs who had not yet published their ECO Flex SOI.  
As of the last count, 21 out of 33 Boroughs have published which is really great 

2.3 In March, ALEO London responded to the consultation on MEES.  The 2015 Regulations required 
all newly-let PRS homes to meet EPC band E by April 2018.  However the small print included 
that if landlords couldn’t access finance to fully cover cost then they were exempt, but the 

All our consultation responses can be downloaded at 
https://aleo.org.uk/london/documents/index.php?folder_id=20070531185150 
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demise of the Green Deal meant everyone was exempt.  The consultation also asked about the 
cost cap of £2500 for landlord contributions (inclusive of VAT and other funding ).  This goes 
against advice of the Government’s own Fuel Poverty Committee who recommend a cost cap of 
£5000: we supported this proposal in our response. 

2.4 In April we responded to the ECO3 consultation.  MOB thanked those members who had 
responded in the short timescales which genuinely improved the quality of our response: we 
incorporated as many comments as we could.  ECO3 is intended to be worth £640m at 2017 
prices, running from October 2018 - March 2022.  The focus will entirely be on affordable 
warmth.  ECO Flex will increase to a maximum of 25% of the obligation. 

In our response, we agreed on the focus on affordable warmth, but put forward that the 
retrograde nature of ECO is a fairly inefficient way of achieving the stated outcomes and it’s not 
working in London or the south-east.   We welcomed the new mapping tools which will help 
targeting but warned against a ‘gold rush’ with lots of agencies knocking on the same doors and 
encouraged instead using the knowledge of and links with LAs.   We welcomed the 25% LA Flex 
but suggested the maximum cap could be removed: there could also be a minimum LA Flex 
requirement to increase focus and momentum.  We also supported the addition of an SOI for 
the GLA as this will help to achieve activity across the whole of London.  However, operational 
issues will need to be thought through, for example whtere the GLA SOI is different from the 
Borough SOI. 

2.5 Ofgem is now consulting on ECO3 deemed scores: see https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-
and-updates/energy-company-obligation-eco-consultation-updating-deemed-scores-eco3.  
Through March they also consulted on banning back billing beyond 12 months and further 
thoughts on their plans to ban Standard Variable Tariffs (SVTs). 

2.6 ALEO London also responded to the Warm Home Discount consutlation (to the same rushed 
timetable as the ECO3 consultation).  The WHD applies to all suppliers with over 250k accounts 
and comprises the core element (£140 discount on the electricity bill for low income and 
vulnerable customers (c2m households)) and ‘industry initiatives’.  The consultation mainly 
focussed on increasing the industry initiatives from £30m to £40m and proposed that LA Flex 
would also count, something which we particularly welcomed. In our response, we also raised 
that the industry initiatives seems to be a fairly opaque process: we would welcome greater 
transparency and publicity of the schemes.  

2.7 Applications for the £295k redress fund, administered by the EST, are now open.  Bids have been 
invited by 25th March and must be lead by a registered charity. 

2.8 BEIS has published more information on the Heat Network Investment Programme (HNIP – see 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/heat-networks-investment-project-hnip-scheme-
overview) which provides £250m in grants and loans for capital funding.  Some London Boroughs 
got funding in the HNIP pilot.  BEIS are appointing a delivery partner and are expected to launch 
the next round of funding in Autumn, with winners announced in Spring. 

 
3. Fuel Poverty Action Plan 

John Kolm-Murray, GLA 
john.kolm-murray@london.gov.uk  

3.1 The consultation for the Fuel Poverty Action Plan, along with the Solar Plan and the wider 
London Environment Plan, closed in November 2017.  The GLA team have been analysing 
responses and expect to publish the final plan in June. 

3.2 The new Warmer Homes fund is offering up to £4,000 per household and will, provide £2.5m 
over 4 years.  The intention is to take a whole house approach including addressing damp and 
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ventilation issues and ECO and London Borough Carbon Offset funds are expected to be used to 
help make up the cost of more expensive measures.  If you haven’t got a Carbon offset fund 
please get one: the GLA will be publishing guidance on how to do it soon. 

3.3 370 applications for Warmer Homes have been received across 30 Boroughs so far: only City, 
Kensington and Chelsea, and Harrow have not applied.  The scheme is currently open to owner 
occupiers but will open up to the PRS in the summer.  

3.4 Warmer Homes uses ECO LA Flex and so we encourage the remaining Boroughs to publish their 
SOI as soon as possible.  There are particular gaps in East London: the GLA is working with CAB to 
help as it is not acceptable the a London-wide scheme become a postcode lottery.  A GLA SOI, as 
proposed in the ECO3 consultation, will also help to address this: we’ll be talking to ALEO 
London to ensure a balance is struck and that the GLA does not step on Borough toes. 

3.5 Funding for Referral and Advice Services has been awarded to Islington, Lewisham, Croydon and 
Kingston.  This is to work together, not in isolation.  First step to establishing a pan-London 
referral network: we want every fuel poor Londoner to have access to support.  This phase will 
run to March 2019, with the GLA running another competition at the end of 2018.  The GLA is 
also looking to run an income maximisation service alongside the scheme. 

3.6 GLA is about to issue a tender for an Energy Supplier.  The Deputy Mayor has been in touch with 
lead Councillors to encourage their support. 

3.7 A high profile, cross-sectoral Fuel Poverty Partnership is being established, to be chaired by 
Shirley Rodriguez and Matthew Rider: see slides for a list of member organisations.  The first 
meeting will be on 23rd May and will develop the Terms of Reference and work plan.  It will hold 
the GLA to account and explore how members of the Partnership can help deliver the plan.  
MOB has accepted an invitation to represent ALEO London.  

3.8 Other activities include: 

• Rogue landlord checker (https://www.london.gov.uk/rogue-landlord-checker) 

• An EPC map (building stock database with more information) 

• Guidance on how to use data to identify the fuel poor 

• Building the health evidence base 

• Lobbying on MEES, devolution of ECO and fiscal incentives for SWI 

3.9 London has 2nd highest amount of off-gas homes in England (after the south-west), mainly in the 
green suburbs and inner city highrise.  Phase 2a of National Grid’s Warm Homes Fund is 
currently open and Round 3 will open later in the year: London Boroughs are encouraged to 
apply.  Linked to this, criteria for the Fuel Poor Network Extension Scheme will change 
considerably in July, making funding more challenging, so Boroughs are encouraged to apply 
now.  

 
Q1 Will the London Energy Supplier be available beyond the London boundary? 
A1 We don’t know yet 
 
Q2 Have you had any input from BEIS on when the Hackett Review (following Grenfell) might be 

coming out, and if it will have impact on SWI and other measures for tower blocks? 
(following Grenfell).  The interim report was published in February and the full report is due 
later this month. 

A2: JKM to find out 
 
Q3: Can you give us more details on how Boroughs are expected to spend their Carbon Offset 

fund? 

https://www.london.gov.uk/rogue-landlord-checker
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A3: You’ll have to wait for the guidance, which is being developed now.  Even if all that Boroughs 
do is collect the money and spend it, it will be significant progress to what we have now.  
Personally I have a preference that you spend on it on fuel poverty projects! 

Comment: This guidance will also help us to persuade planners. 
 
Q4: Have you had any feedback on the supply chain for Warmer Homes? (EST/Retrofit Works) 

A4: There have been some teething issues: the more you can tell us, the more we can fix them. 
We’re adapting the process as we go along and are very happy to change things that aren’t 
working.   

Islington: We are getting a report from RetrofitWorks soon and will share with our Boroughs.  
 
 
4. Smart Energy Programme 

Daniel Barrett, GLA 
Daniel.Barett@london.gov.uk 

4.1 The Mayor’s smart energy programme for smart flexible energy systems was launched the same 
day as Warmer Homes. 

4.2 Smart energy for London is: 

• Optimising supply, storage and use of energy   

• Increasing use of distributed energy resources  

• Using data and technology together 

• Working with the technology curve 

4.3 The Mayor’s smart energy programme will help to meet the Mayor’s manifesto commitments 
and the Energy for Londoners objectives within the London Environment Strategy.  Smart energy 
is a means to the ends, not the end goal.  We want to: 

• Make London’s energy cleaner, fairer, smarter  

• Make homes and workplaces warmer, healthier and more affordable.  

• Smart energy as a means to help 

• London, the world’s leading ‘Smart City’ 

4.4 There are 4 areas of focus: 

• Leadership, engagement, bringing stakeholders together 
- Smart Energy Collaboration meetings, which have arisen from research that showe there 

is an emerging smart energy sector in London but it’s fragmented.  Two meetings have 
taken place and two more are exected before we take stock: let DB know if you are not 
receiving invitations.   

• Action for rolling out smart energy innovations 
- We want to be bolder in the London Plan to rolling out smart energy innovation.   Update 

to the energy planning guidance is expected in the next 12 months. 

• Enable distributed energy resources 
- We recognise the smart meter roll out is not happening as well as it could do so we’re 

looking at how we can work with industry to improve this.  Part of this could be a  
Declaration of Intent, signed by suppliers to commit to working better and in a more 
coordinated way, and signed by other stakeholders (including Boroughs) to show their 
investment in the roll out too: DB would be happy to present to a future meeting on this 
when it’s fully developed.   

- FlexLondon (https://www.flexlondon.org/) is mapping who has assets that could be more 
flexible.  Phase 2 will then bring together those with flexbile capacity with those that can 
help you.  Modelling shows could be up to 1GW of flexible load across London.  We are 
also undertaking a feasibility study on domestic demand side response which could lead 
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to a two year demo that aims to cut bills, reduce energy use and support better network 
grid management: we’re looking for Boroughs with access to social housing to get 
involved.  Please contact Daniel if you want to know more about these opportunities. 

• Demonstrating smart, integrated energy systems 
- Energy system ingetration project in Greenwich (Sharing Cities), hoping to achieve up to 

20% reduction in energy. 
- Smart Bunill, Islington, looking at controls at network, building and in-home level.  

Reducing costs and saving emissions. 

4.5 Transport demonstration projects are also going on looking at EV capacity and impact, and 
charging infrastructure for fleet: again we’re looking for Boroughs with fleets to join the E-FLEX 
project. 
 

Q1: What’s your main call for action for Boroughs?  Is it to engage with the collaboration forum? 
A1: Yes – and our live project opportunities (FlexLondon, Home Response, E-FLEX, Smart 

Meters).  Contact DB for further details. 

 
5. Decentralised Energy Enabling Project (DEEP) 

Peter North, GLA 
peter.north@london.gov.uk  

5.1 The London Environment Strategy commits to 15% London’s energy requirements being 
supplied by local/renewable sources by 2030, and for London to be a zero carbon city by 2050.  
We want clean, smart, integrated energy systems. 

5.2 DEEP offers support for larger scale decentralised energy schemes.  Due to its impact on air 
quality we are moving away from gas-fired CHP.  The rapid decarbonisation of grid also means 
that any gas-fired CHP bought now will become a net carbon increaser (rather than reducer) 
within its lifetime. 

5.3 DEEP is a £3.5m project running to September 2019.  It has a target of 3MWe renewable energy 
production capacity, which is well within scope. 

5.4 DEEP provides technical, commercial, financial and other support services to assist public and 
private sectors to develop, procure and bring into operation large scale projects.   These will 
include large-scale solar PV and heat networks utilising technologies such as heat pumps in 
combination with waste and environmental energy heat sources.  See 
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/energy/energy-supply  for further 
details. 

5.5 DEEP has been set up as a tripartite call-off contract to give Boroughs more control.  We help 
you to write the spec, you run a mini tender, we pay the fees, you pay the VAT (as you are the 
ones receiving the goods: this also means you get professional indemnity advice) 

5.6 About 6 DEEP-supported contracts are out there now, including Sutton, Haringey and TfL, with 
other specs for tenders being worked up (eg Lewisham).  Funding is still available so we’re keen 
to talk to you to see how we can help across heat mapping and energy masterplanning.  DEEP 
support can help you get your schemes HNIP-ready. 

 
Q1: Will the new London Plan put constraints on CHP capacity?  Is the GLA already seeing this in 

new planning applications? 
A1: CHP isn’t off the London Plan, but gas engines  will eventually rule themselves out on carbon 

alone.  We continue to promote CHP in other technologies , eg EfW, fuel cells, large scale gas 
turbines  
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Q2: How is the future of gas changing?  What’s the role of green gas, biogas, hydrogen fuel mix? 
A2: It’s unclear how gas will decarbonise so we’re looking to Government policy on this.  It is not 

clear whether biogas and hydrogen will provide enough capacity, and they may also be 
expensive considering the processes involved in their production.  100% electric for heating 
is also unlikely so it’s unlikely gas will completely go away.  Perhaps we’ll just use gas at peak 
times, with heat pumps as base load? 

 
Q3: Regarding fuel poverty and pricing for those who get heat from infrastructure when built.  

Can they switch or get better tariffs? 
A3: They do get locked in.  We’re keen to ensure schemes are accredited to the Heat Trust, 

which gives customers recourse to the Ombudsman (although it doesn’t regulate price).  A 
satisfaction survey will be published in next month which shows satisfaction with heat 
networks is no worse than with other systems: social housing residents seem more happy 
than owner occupiers.  It’s a tricky one: it needs to be fully addressed. 

 
6. Working with the Community Sector 

Syed Ahmed, Community Energy London and Afsheen Rashid, Repowering London 

6.1 Why is community energy (CE) important? CE is addressing some of the market failures we have.  
Energy systems are built more around needs of suppliers rather than the customers it’s meant to 
serve.  CE provides local ownership and responsibility, putting people at the heart.  It’s also 
about addressing strategic objectives of decarbonisation, decentralisation and democratisation 
of the energy system.  It has a strong role to play for the vulnerable and those in need, to make 
sure they don’t get left behind in the energy transition. 

6.2 A lot of the activism came at the end of the last decade around FiTs: it became a financial 
mechanisms to bring forward local, smaller decent energy projects.  Communities saw the 
potential as well as big suppliers.  The CE sector is a constant source of surprise: the people 
involved at a grass-roots level are not experts but see its value.   

6.3 There was lots of activity to 2015 (see https://communityenergyengland.org/ for case studies), 
but then came the election which triggered a real sea change in the policy framework.  FiTs will 
close in April 2019, the CE strategy has been all but abandoned, the strategic contact group has 
been abolished, Green Deal and ECO have been reduced or abandoned, the Urban CE Fund has 
been abandoned and the CE team at BEIS has been disbanded. 

6.4 CE groups in London started to come together in 2015, to gather evidence for the new Mayor – 
(see http://communityenergy.london/).  On the back of this, the Mayor’s CE Fund launched in 
August 2017, providing £400k for feasibility studies.  Some Boroughs are now offering capital 
funding through their Carbon Offset funds, eg Camden and Islington. 

6.5 Community Energy London (CEL) meets monthly and also has one annual conference.  CEL is 
there to share best practice, link up groups and see how we can develop policy.  There’s about 
20 active Groups.  Syed Chairs CEL, Fluer Disney is their Policy Officer.  

6.6 CEL has developed a map of the 50 or so known CE projects across London, which have raised 
about £2m locally (see map slide).  

6.7 There are lots of advantages of LAs and CE groups coming together, to collaborate and support 
each other.  For example, Portsmouth have seconded LA officers into CE projects – Lambeth 
have also funded a CE role.  We want to reach out to LAs to support the growing CE movement: 
there’s a natural alignment of objectives and local challenges faced. 

6.8 Once FiT ends, a new financial model for CE will be needed.  There will be an initial dip while the 
market adjusts, but there are a blend of funding options going forward including grants 
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(previously precluded because of FiT), sponsorship, donations, community shares and carbon 
offset funds.  CE can also sell electricity to users onsite (rather than giving it away for free from 
solar).  The demise of FiT also means that 20 year business plans are no longer requried, which 
have been a barrier.  It’s an opportunity to move beyond solar, to become more diverse and 
think outside of the box. 

6.9 Going forwards, CEL is: 

• Doing analysis on the wider reacher of CE groups  

• Working with GLA on London CE Fund 2 and identifying potential sites to develop projects 

• Encourageing collaboration with LAs – eg sites, CE resource, offset funds 

• Supporting existing and new CE groups – capacity building, outreach  

• Lobbying for more pro-active CE policies 

• Celebrating CE Fortnight (23 June – 7 July).  The CEL Conference will take place on the 
evening of 28th June at City.  The Community Energy England (CEE) Conference will take 
place on Saturday 23rd June in Manchester.  Talk to fleur.disney@communityenergy.london 
about using CE Fortnight for your local activities 

 

Q1: There’s now an expansion of activities CE are getting involved in (eg outreach, advice) but 
national funding is sporadic and piecemeal, and it can mean LAs and CE end up competing 
for resources or chasing the money.   It can also lead to a local proliferation and duplication  
of services (eg advice) which could be eased by better partnering.  To what extent are CAB 
and Age UK involved?  If they’re not involved locally, how do we engage them? 

A1: Joining up is key: the GLA Fuel Poverty Partnership will also be key here.  We do need to talk 
to other groups more, and CEL is doing outreach work to help this.  CEE is talking to NEA, 
CAB etc at a national level on resources, policy, etc.  LAs have a key role locally. 

 
Q2: Lots of people involved in CE are volunteers.  What’s the role of employment and do we 

create paid jobs? 
A2: Nationally, about 100 people are employed through CE projects and organisations.  Locally, 

Repowering London has maybe 8-9 paid people.  Internships and training opportunities are 
available for young people, where they’re paid to attend sessions.  Contractors often have to 
offer work placements as part of contract.  These are small steps, but we’re trying to create 
local resilience, put money back in the community and create the next generation of energy 
sector employees.   

 
 
7. QBOT update 

Maddy Clifford & Audrey Massey, QBot 
maddy.clifford@q-bot.co  

7.1 Studies show that uninsulated floor voids can account for 25% heat loss 

7.2 Our insulation process has been developed by Q-Bot and certified by BBA.  The foam expands to 
fit the shape of the floor and leaves no gaps.   

7.3 Installation takes 1-2 days (compared to 1-2 weeks using traditional methods)  

7.4 There is a four step process 

• Step 1: access via small opening or air vent.   

• Step 2: survey by robot of underfloor space 

• Step 3: sprays insulation 

• Step 4: validation – continuously controlled and monitored to ensure the job has been done 
correctly 
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7.5 We’re collecting lots of information at every property so we can measure QBot’s impact.  This 
includes: 

• U-value: either monitored (small number as intrusive) or calculated 

• Air permeability/tightness (most properties, though not always possible) 

• SAP & EPC before & after – also consider impact of other measures 

• Resident questionnaires before & after 

7.6 We’re producing case studies on a client basis but have results that show: 

• 80% improvement in u values 

• 1/3 improvement in air tightness 

• 6 point EPC improvement 

• EPC score vs cost: cheaper than SWI but definitely do lofts first! 

• 90% residents would recommend to their neighbours 

7.7 Q-Bot are keen to hear feedback on improvements they could make to the process and the 

information they share: is there anything missing? Please contact Maddy with your thoughts! 

 

8. Member Update 

8.1 Full Members 

• Camden have an ongoing fuel poverty programme. Our offset fund is live for grants for domestic 
renewables, community energy and businesses.  We’re working with Groundwork London on 
Warm Homes and have delegated our SOI to Islington. 

• Croydon are in the final stages of getting their Healthy Homes project together with 
Groundwork.  We’re looking at ECO Flex and may rewrite our SOI to integrate our improved 
referral route. 

• Ealing has renamed Cosy as ‘Healthy Homes Ealing’ and refocussed the criteria, with an 
expanded referral network and built-in ECO funding.  We’ve also made improvements in data 
collection and quality assurance.  We’re part of a West London Alliance bid for central heating 
funding.  We’re still running the smart business grants programme and also working with schools  

• Havering – things are pretty slow so we’ve been focussing on the basics such as energy  
switching and a review of street lighting assets.  We’ve made some inroads into getting our SOI 
written but it’s proving hard work. 

• Hounslow continues to deliver it’s ‘Better Homes, Better Health’ programme with their partner 
Groundwork and is also looking to procure an external wall insulation programme (circa 250 
properties) through the GLAs RE:NEW Framework. 

• Islington - SHINE is expanding with funding from EDF  and the GLA.  We’re working with EDF to 
develop LA Flex projects as a top up for Warmer Homes.  We’re expecing a report from 
RetrofitWorks on the referal scheme soon.  We received 11 applications in round two of our 
Community Energy Fund fund: there’s still money in the put so it’s assumed there will be a third 
round at the end of the summer.   

• Kingston - the Fuel Poverty Support fund is going well: we’re working with Thinking Works. 

• Lewisham plan to launch their CE fund after the summer.  We are churning out declarations for 
Lewisham, Bexley, Bromley and Greenwich, and hopefully for Southwark soon too: so far there’s 
been 53 declarations covering about 130 clients.  We can get these numbers because of our 
partnership with SELCE who’ve been doing direct engagement and door knocking: it’s not easy 
but it is working.  We’re also expecting our new call centre to go live soon too. 



• Sutton are looking at a carbon offset fund and reviewing their sustainability strategy.  They have 
also been involved with the Mayor of London's Solar Together programme, which is bulk 
purchasing of solar panels by residents. 

8.2 Associate Local Authority Members 

• Three Rivers are invovled in the Herts Warmer Home scheme.  A county-wide SOI is in place: 
there’s been lots of referrals but installs are taking a while  

• Watford are also involved in Herts Warmer Home scheme.  About 25% of referrals are going 
through ECO Flex  

 

8.3 Other Associate Members 

• Aran Services are working on a number of schemes and would love to see them all tied together. 

• ARP Energy Services are doing lots of CWI work in Camden and Islington, making the most of the 
good rates while they last.  There’s still some extraction work going on too. 

• Cadent are working with LAs to offer gas connections in north London through Warm Homes 
funding and the extension scheme.  Contact sarah.young@ngrid-aws.org.uk for more 
information. 

• EDF continue to work closely with Islington on SHINE, which now covers 11 London Boroughs: 
the Mayor’s funding is really helping to boost ECO funding – we encourage all Boroughs to blend 
both funds. Ofgem currently has a consultation out for deemed scoring in ECO 3: see 
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/energy-company-obligation-eco-
consultation-updating-deemed-scores-eco3 for further information - please respond! 

• Energy for London has been working on a Solar Trade Association (STA) guide for LAs about 
installing solar called ‘Leading Lights’ – see https://www.solar-trade.org.uk/about/leading-lights/ 
for more information. 

• GroundWork London are coming into their quieter period.  We are developing projects in 
Camden, Croydon, Ealing, Hounslow and with AgilityEco (in Enfield and Tower Hamlets).  We’re 
also undertaking a massive transition to a new data platform to improve our evaluation 
capabilities.  

• Happy Energy runs the Heat Project in partnership with various LA partners.  The nearest to 
London are Heat Surrey and Heat Berkshire, but we’d love to work in London.  We encourage 
Boroughs to make their SOI to be as flexible as possible: make it work for what you want to 
achieve. 

• SGN is providing free gas connections for the fuel poor.  There’s also a £10k pot for heating 
systems and we’re looking to partner with other organisaiton to help deliver it.  Contact 
Marie.Jones@sgn.co.uk for more information. 

• Sustainable Homes is launching ‘Housing 2050 – A Roadmap for Low Carbon Action’ and is 
looking for partners to participate for a small cost: contact bevan@sustainablehomes.co.uk for 
more information.  The SHIFT Awards have also just launched: see 
https://www.sustainablehomes.co.uk/event/shiftawards2018/ for more information. 

• Thinking Works have had a busy winter working on the Fuel Poverty Fund, including – for the 
first time – installing a boiler while someone was in hospital!  

 
9. AOB 

mailto:sarah.young@ngrid-aws.org.uk
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/energy-company-obligation-eco-consultation-updating-deemed-scores-eco3
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/energy-company-obligation-eco-consultation-updating-deemed-scores-eco3
https://www.solar-trade.org.uk/about/leading-lights/
mailto:Marie.Jones@sgn.co.uk
mailto:bevan@sustainablehomes.co.uk
https://www.sustainablehomes.co.uk/event/shiftawards2018/


9.1 GDPR: we will be sending around an email for GDPR, using National ALEO wording.  Do please 
opt in! 

9.2 The next meeting is likely to be in October: please let Rachael know if you’re able to host! 
 
 
  



Appendix 1: Treasurer’s Report, May 2018  

2017/18 Financial Summary     

2017/18 Invoice Summary 
    

 
Value Total LA Members Associate Members 

Invoices issued £5400.00 30 15 15 

Payments received £5200.00 29 14 15      

2017/18 ALEO London Outgoings (incl VAT): ACTUAL  

Secretariat fees £3000.00 
 

17/18 catering to be invoiced 18/19 

Catering of forums £689.22 
 

£365.04 

Total £3689.22 
   

     

2017/18 Account Summary 
    

Income £5200.00 Correct to bank statement 25.4.18 

Outgoings £3689.22 

Net balance £1510.78  

   

 

2018/19 Financial Summary      

2018/19 Invoice Summary 
    

  
Value Total LA Members Assoc 

Members 
Sponsor 

Invoices issued £5000.00 30 7 20 1 

Payments received £532.60 3.5 1 2.51 -      
 

2018/19 ALEO London Outgoings (incl VAT) 
 

  

 Forecast Actual to date   

Secretariat fees £3000.00 -    

Catering of forums £1000.00 -    

Total £4000.00 
 

      
   

1 ARP Energy Services part-paid in advance.  Balance to follow  

      

 

Bank Balance   

Account balance £7321.85 Correct to bank statement 25.4.18 

 

 

 


